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Abstract: The motivation for this article arises from the security, complexity and interoperability 20 

challenges in cyber-physical systems (CPS) especially in energy and mobility domains. Handling 21 

peak consumption hours and balancing power levels in the energy grids are becoming more and 22 

more expensive for the energy sector, energy intensive industry and consumers. Moreover, mobile 23 

appliances with the related CPS service providers (SPs) do not serve properly the needs of the 24 

owners due to the vertical silo type of operating model in CPS industries.  25 

In this work, we propose three horizontal solutions for cyber-physical systems for more smart and 26 

trustworthy collaborations within multisector and vendor systems. In particular, we enable 27 

automatic energy flexibility trading required by real-time interactions between energy sector 28 

stakeholders and multiple sets of energy sensitive distribute energy resources (DERs). In addition, 29 

our solutions allow for trustworthy information sharing between physical devices and related CPS 30 

SP, and between multiple systems to enable real-time situation and location awareness services. 31 

Real-time applications and demonstrations of these results were made possible by the provided 32 

horizontal solutions for M2M service platform, communication spaces and policy-based 33 

authorization. 34 

The evaluation shows that the streams based M2M service platform can make development of new 35 

services smoother. The communication spaces solution can enable controllable information 36 

exchange between physical CPS resources owned by different stakeholders. The policy-based 37 

authorization can enable consideration of the owners’ policies in the referred information exchange 38 

process. The demonstrations indicate that the provided horizontal solutions can enable trustworthy 39 

collaborations of multisector and -vendor systems in the energy flexibility and traffic accident cases, 40 

and they are estimated to be applicable also to other respective cases. In addition, a number of 41 

directions for future research were identified related e.g. to information models of different 42 
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verticals, trustworthy of heterogeneous CPS assets and especially secure and trust required 43 

processes of cyber-physical systems. 44 

Keywords: cyber-physical systems; machine-to-machine systems; Internet of Things; horizontal 45 

service platforms; authorization 46 

 47 

1. Introduction 48 

Today, industries and consumer markets are increasingly using services exposed from wireless 49 

sensor and actuator networks. Such systems are also referred as machine-to-machine (M2M), Internet 50 

of Things (IoT) and cyber-physical systems (CPS). M2M typically highlights direct communication 51 

between devices; however, it is also used to refer to the exposed services, e.g. telematics, smart 52 

metering, remote maintenance of machines etc. IoT usually includes more abstract things, living 53 

objects, such as animals and humans, but also devices and machines and related (IoT) infrastructure. 54 

CPS usually refers to combined cyber-physical information-based operation loop with physical 55 

devices and back-office services, including communication, computation, monitoring and control. 56 

Examples of such CPS systems are smart grids, robotic systems, and automatic traffic systems. These 57 

terms all refer to entities and capabilities enabling the physical world to collaborate with the cyber-58 

world, and therefore they are all used interchangeably in this article. The motivation of this article 59 

arises from on the challenges in such cyber-physical systems especially in the energy and mobility 60 

domains.   61 

The energy domain comprises multiple cyber-physical entities, such as e.g. solar power plants, 62 

windmills, electric vehicles, buildings, energy sensitive household appliances, and other kinds of 63 

distributed energy resources (DERs) consuming, producing or storing energy. This complex 64 

environment requires distribution network operators to balance power levels in the energy grid. In 65 

fact, peak consumption hours are becoming more and more expensive for the energy sector, energy 66 

intensive industries and consumers. The industry is thus looking for more flexible and smarter 67 

operational models for the energy grid. Therefore, an essential industrial objective has been to reduce 68 

peak energy loads to lower the cost of energy and its’ distribution. Such flexibility capabilities require 69 

interoperability between the cyber-physical entities from multiple energy sensitive domains and 70 

energy domain systems and stakeholders. 71 

There are huge number of appliances in the mobility sector, such as smart watches, smart 72 

phones, sensors, tracking devices, vehicles, and multiple stakeholders, which are often not capable 73 

to interact with each other. This is because, in M2M business sectors, service providers (SP) usually 74 

host specialized physical resources (e.g., products of the SP) and the related exposed 75 

data/information in their own service cloud as a kind of vertical silo. However, the owners of the 76 

referred physical resources may not be the SPs themselves, but instead their customers, which may 77 

be individuals (private persons), companies, organizations, or their combinations. Today such 78 

stakeholders require ever more trustworthy, smart interoperable operation from their SPs, which is 79 

in-line with their own collaboration agreements and privacy regulations 1. For example, if some 80 

emergency type event occurs, it is challenging to know the situation, even if the information could 81 

be available. These situations require smart operation capabilities and interoperability between the 82 

appliances from multiple sectors, hosted by multiple SPs, and SP service systems/clouds. 83 

Thus, the core reasons for the challenges demonstrated by both energy flexibility and traffic 84 

accident related cases are the need for smartness, trustworthiness and interoperability. These needs 85 

are visible also in larger contexts in the computer world, where billions of sensors interact with 86 

billions of things worldwide and operate with millions of applications and services. In such a future 87 

world, networking, distributed operation and virtualized computing in a distributed worldwide 88 

infrastructure and its’ smart design is no longer a “nice thing to have” but a necessity. The key enabler 89 

                                                      
1 GDPR, General Data Protection Regulation (EU) 2016/679 
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towards such infrastructure is here envisioned to be horizontal solutions, which can be applied in 90 

multiple domains/sectors and multiple stakeholder systems. As the results of this research, carried 91 

out within European research collaboration project2, we propose such horizontal solutions for cyber-92 

physical systems and evaluate them in the energy flexibility and traffic accident cases with real-time 93 

demonstrators executed in laboratory environments. 94 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Related work of the cyber-physical M2M 95 

systems is provided in Section 2. The challenges and requirements of the focused cases and transfer 96 

towards horizontal architectures are discussed in Section 3. The provided horizontal solutions for 97 

such cyber-physical systems are explained in Section 4, and evaluation results are provided in Section 98 

5. Finally, concluding remarks are presented in Section 6. 99 

2. Related work 100 

There are several specifications, industrial forums and even standards targeting industrially 101 

relevant cyber-physical M2M systems. Separate specifications have been developed for each 102 

sector/vertical domain, such as e.g. home/buildings, manufacturing/industry automation, 103 

vehicular/transportation, healthcare, energy, cities, wearables etc. However, there are also initiatives 104 

aiming at cross-domain, horizontal type of IoT platforms [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. In addition, several 105 

standardization bodies like IEEE, OMG, W3C, OpenFog, AllSeen alliance, NGMN and ISO/IEC JTC1 106 

WG41 have been working in the area. There are also other recent related actions ongoing such as e.g. 107 

securing IoT products with blockchain [9], and comparisons and related studies of IoT Platforms. For 108 

example, Guth et al. compare OpenMTC, Fiware, SiteWhere, AWSIoT and provide IoT specification 109 

with IoT integration middleware, Gateway and Devices as basic building blocks [10]. Burg et al. 110 

focuses to review wireless communications and security technologies for cyber-physical systems and 111 

conclude that security is an essential challenge for wireless cyber-physical systems operating in 112 

horizontal way across multiple domains [11].   113 

Essential solutions in the referred horizontal IoT specifications are related to the edge system 114 

and IoT platform. The edge system usually comprises identifiable physical entities, which can be 115 

connected to IoT infrastructures and platforms either directly or via some sort of gateway [12, 13, 14, 116 

15]. An IoT platform is typically an integrated physical/virtual entity system capable of controlling, 117 

monitoring, information processing and application execution. There are also typically different 118 

kinds of tiers defined according to the accessibility of the entities, platform and enterprise systems. 119 

The information models are used to define the properties of IoT information content. In addition, 120 

several studies have investigated how virtualization capabilities of IoT systems can be deployed at 121 

the edges of the network.  122 

We apply in this work most of these elements in our solutions. However, there are a number of 123 

challenges that are not addressed by existing IoT specifications. A main challenge concerns the 124 

collaboration between consumer and industrial endpoints, which is not supported properly by any 125 

of the existing specifications. There are also fundamental requirements towards crosscutting 126 

solutions in the areas of security, safety, interoperability, composability, data management, analytics, 127 

resilience, composability, virtualization, and regulation. We rely on the principles for creating 128 

horizontal solutions, which can be deployed in multiple domain scenarios, and minimizes the need 129 

for application domain specific solutions [16]. This is especially challenging when speaking about the 130 

information and service level, which easily mix the domain and potentially horizontal generic 131 

services when handling services related to information streams.  132 

The idea of using graphs of operators for stream processing queries has historically been 133 

explored in systems like Borealis [17] and STREAM [18], and more recently in frameworks like 134 

Millwheel [19], Storm [20], Heron [21], Spark Streaming [22] and Samza [23]. Most of these 135 

frameworks focus on data-parallel processing of partitionable streams and strong fault-tolerance 136 

guarantees within a single data centre. In contrast, we focus on distributed and edge computing across 137 

                                                      
2 ITEA3 M2MGrids project, https://itea3.org/project/m2mgrids.html 
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wide-area cloud-integrated networks, modelled as a federated set of geographically widespread 138 

interconnected compute nodes, stream sources and sinks. While other stream processing platforms 139 

address edge locality and distribution within a confined machine cluster, like Quarks [24] and System 140 

S [25, 26], our solutions are few versatile and address wide-area cyber-physical systems. Further, 'Big 141 

Data' processing frameworks like Hadoop [27] and Dryad [28, 29] also model queries as data flows. 142 

Systems like Hive [30] and Sawzall [31] work with a query language and query plan optimization on 143 

top of the MapReduce paradigm [32]. However, they do not consider the wide-area setting, or, like 144 

CHive [33], do consider it exclusively from a data analytics perspective, which does not support the 145 

open-ended sink distribution, as e.g. needed in energy grid automation scenarios. Therefore, we 146 

adopted in this work the Nokia World Wide Streams (WWS) platform [34, 35], a horizontal, stream-147 

processing-based M2M service platform, as a suitable starting point for our solution. 148 

The dynamic changes in IoT systems, such as continual adding of physical entities involving 149 

OEMs and related SPs, heterogeneous sensors and actuators and other devices, have proved to be 150 

challenging especially from a security point of view. Industrial IoT devices are often used in 151 

physically protected and isolated environments; however, today there is the need to enhance the 152 

operation also with many other devices (e.g. for energy flexibility). State-of-the-art IoT specifications 153 

lack proper solutions for solving this challenge. Proper identification, authentication and 154 

authorization capabilities seem to be missing for dynamic IoT environments, which prevents 155 

establishment of trust relationships. Therefore, uncertainty exists in information ownership and 156 

validity, and to remote management of the physical assets including reconfiguration and 157 

reprogramming on the fly. Therefore, we contribute to increase the level of trust in communications 158 

between physical cyber-physical resources owned by different stakeholders. 159 

The challenges of communication with CPS entities arise from accessibility, trustworthiness, 160 

heterogeneity, mobility, and ownership of physical entities [36]. The interaction with physical 161 

resources (devices) over the communication networks shall concern especially the ownership, 162 

communications, and trust aspects. Our solution relies on the application of communication spaces 163 

concept, which provides a virtual home for people and their resources [37]. The respective idea has 164 

also been applied, for example, in the concept of virtual home environment for supporting roaming 165 

ecosystems in the mobile context for the mobile device of a user [38], and for sensor devices [39]. CPS 166 

systems usually require capability to deliver information from one source to one (1–1) or multiple 167 

destinations (1–N) according to the needs of the destinations, which refers to application of publish-168 

subscribe paradigm [40]. For example, Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP) [41, 42, 169 

43], message queue based telemetry transport (MQTT) [44, 45], data distribution service (DDS), 170 

advanced message queuing protocol (AMQP), and simple text oriented messaging protocol 171 

(STOMP)) or broker-less (e.g., zero message queue protocol (ZeroMQ)) has such capabilities. Naming 172 

and identification of owners are provided e.g. by electronic email systems (SMTP, RFC 5321 and 173 

5322), Post Office Protocol (POP), and Internet Message Access Protocol (IMAP)), session initiation 174 

protocol (SIP/SIMPLE) [46] and XMPP, which support also management of relationships between 175 

owners. Presence management of mobile CPS resources could be supported by e.g. SIP/SIMPLE and 176 

XMPP, and e.g. the smart instant messaging (SIM) system provide solutions for presence 177 

management, user centric configuration and adaptive grouping [47]. The CPS information content 178 

heterogeneity requires multiple data sharing methods ranging from constrained systems (e.g., 179 

constrained application protocol (CoAP) for supporting REST-like applications), messaging with 180 

known topic names (e.g., MQTT), multimedia content (e.g., SIP) and domain specific content (e.g., 181 

energy domain [63]). The capabilities to control who can use the resources could be supported by 182 

XMPP “Buddy list” service; however, there is lack of means for defining more specific rules and 183 

conditions for the information that can be shared considering e.g. aspects of privacy. Based on the 184 

analysis, none of the existing technologies is capable to fulfil all the required aspects. In this research, 185 

we selected the specific features from XMPP and MQTT, and combine with the trust solutions to 186 

operate with dynamic resources owned by different stakeholders when exchanging information, and 187 

adopted the VTT CPS hub solutions (VTT CPS hub) as the basis for development [48]. Thus, the 188 
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referred communication spaces concept, and its reference realization (VTT CPS hub) are in this article 189 

elaborated and validated in the real-time energy flexibility and traffic accident cases. 190 

To date, trust, security and privacy are among the primary concerns that limit the widespread 191 

adoption of IoT. Roman et al. [49] analyse the features and security challenges such as interoperability 192 

and management of access rights with respect to various IoT architectures. This study shows the need 193 

to integrate centralized and distributed architectural approaches to provide the foundation of full-194 

fledged IoT. However, this integration has an impact on the efficacy of authorization mechanisms. 195 

Ouaddah et al. [50] perform a detailed analysis of existing access control solutions for IoT with respect 196 

to domain specific IoT requirements. Alonso et al. [51] identify a number of requirements (related to 197 

application-scoped, client-independent, flexible, delegated and configurable) that need to be 198 

addressed in order to devise more effective access control mechanisms tailored to IoT ecosystems. 199 

Ho et al. [52] examine the security mechanisms employed in home smart lock solutions. Their study 200 

unveils flaws in the architectural design and communication models of existing locks, which an 201 

attacker can exploit to learn confidential information about users and even gain unauthorized access 202 

to the house.  203 

3. Towards Horizontal Architectures of Cyber-Physical Systems 204 

3.1 Challenges and requirements of targeted use cases 205 

The starting point for this research has been the challenges and requirements of the focused 206 

industrial applications related to energy flexibility and traffic accident use cases. The major 207 

requirements, identified in a European research collaboration project, were arising from the needs of 208 

energy and mobility sector stakeholders, to exchange information and provide services in cost 209 

efficient way, and so that policies of resource owners are respected. Next, we provide an overview of 210 

the main requirements arising from the targeted CPS related use cases.  211 

The recent changes in the energy domain have led to the need to reduce energy peak loads to 212 

lower the cost of energy and energy distribution. Obtaining such flexibility capabilities requires 213 

interoperability between multiple energy-related domains, systems and stakeholders (Requirement 1, 214 

R1). Consider a collection of buildings, each of which has a specific set of energy resources (white 215 

goods, boilers, heaters, and so on), and electric vehicles. Such distributed energy resources (DER) 216 

need to be controlled by at least one energy aggregator (R2), which shall be able to operate in a local 217 

energy market (R3). There can be multiple such aggregators operating on the referred local market 218 

(R4). A distribution service operator (DSO) need to be able to monitor the load balance in the electrical 219 

grid (R5), be able to make a forecast of balance for the next day (R6), and compare the monitored 220 

balance with the forecast in real time (R7). When a DSO detects discrepancies in the current and 221 

predicted load balance, he must be able to ask for flexibility on the local market, i.e. a capacity to 222 

change or shift the energy production or consumption for a certain amount of power in particular 223 

time intervals (e.g. in 15-minute slots on a 24-hours horizon) (R8). The energy aggregators on the local 224 

market shall be able to offer flexibility (R9a), e.g. by means of time shifting energy consumption or 225 

production of the DER they control, considering energy market prizes (R9b) and restrictions as set by 226 

the DER owners (R10). For example, the energy consumption of white goods, boilers, heaters or 227 

electric vehicle charging may well happen earlier or later than a presumed time, or may happen at a 228 

lower or higher pace, i.e. power, within the bounds set by the asset owner. After completing the 229 

transaction on the local market, awarded aggregators shall be able to fulfil the required flexibility 230 

with the related DERs, by instructing the individual devices (R11). As a result, the local electrical grid 231 

balance is maintained better, with flattened, lowered discrepancies between energy production and 232 

consumption, in effect having the finer-grain consumers/producers follow the fluctuations of (renewable) 233 

energy production (R12). The DSOs can save on energy storage investments (R13a), new aggregator 234 

businesses can conduct sound, revenue-generating business cases (R13b), and households and 235 

vehicle owners get energy bill rebates for their flexibility contribution (R13c). Enabling energy 236 

flexibility automatically and in real-time is needed for fulfilling the real needs of the energy sector, 237 
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that is challenged by the introduction of ever more renewable but intermittent energy sources (R14a), 238 

and the ever more distributed nature of both productions and consumption (R14b).  239 

Electric vehicles (EV) can be considered a specific category of DERs, which can be used as an energy 240 

consumption point (charging of the EV batteries), production point (discharging of EV batteries) or 241 

energy storage (time-shifting of consumption or production). In addition, EVs represent an essential 242 

asset to the mobility sector, targeted in the second use case in this research, the traffic accident case. 243 

In such a case, it is required to have means for surrounding physical asset devices to interact with 244 

each other in interoperable way (R15). However, the security, trust and privacy policies and agreements 245 

of the device owners shall be taken into concern in the referred interactions (R16). When a traffic 246 

accident happens, smart interoperation capabilities and interoperability between the devices from 247 

multiple sectors, hosted by multiple SPs, and SP service systems/clouds is required (R17). The 248 

information services exposed from the referred devices shall operate according to the requirements 249 

of their owners (R18), without compromising the business values of related service providers (R19). 250 

Consider people having smart appliances such as a smart watch, vehicles on the road, lighting 251 

infrastructure installed beside the road, hunting dogs with trackers running and various sensors 252 

mounted more or less statically in the environment. Let’s assume that the dog caused a traffic 253 

accident, and the person that happens to be on the road calls to alarm centre. There is need for the 254 

authorities such as the police and medicals to receive information from the situation. However, the 255 

policies of the information owners shall be considered (R20). When an alarm happens, it shall be able 256 

to change the operation policies of the owners (R21). If the owners want, the information delivery 257 

after the authorized alarm event in a specific geographical area shall be possible to be changed so that 258 

the authorities will get the information from the devices (R22). Based on this information sharing 259 

process, a situation aware view what is happening in the emergency area shall be possible to be 260 

visualized for authorities (R23). 261 

The requirements of the energy flexibility case (R1-14) and traffic accident case (R15-R23) 262 

summarise at a high level what came out of an extensive requirements analysis for the targeted use 263 

cases3. From these, the project analysed business and technical horizontal platform requirements that 264 

are common for the involved use cases. A common understanding of information meaning and exchange 265 

format is needed for interoperability between resources in the system (R24). However, smart 266 

information-based algorithms and operations need to apply detailed sector/application/case specific 267 

data (R25). The information service system shall be able to handle resources dynamically (R26), 268 

support customization according to business application and personalization (R27), enable execution 269 

of services in distributed manner (R28) and scale to needs of many use cases and businesses (R29). 270 

The communication system shall be able to support communications over heterogeneous accesses 271 

(R30), heterogeneous device types (R31) and scale to needs of multiple use cases and business 272 

applications (R32). The system shall be secure and reliable, comply with privacy and legal 273 

restrictions, and scale to needs of multiple use case and businesses (R33). This summarises the 274 

common requirements 4  for all the targeted use cases establish the framework of the concept 275 

development in this research. 276 

3.2 From requirements towards horizontal architectures and solutions 277 

In the requirement analysis, significant commonalities were identified, justifying the potential for 278 

horizontal solutions and applicability of horizontal architectures. Such horizontal architectures are 279 

expected to be applicable in multiple domains/sectors and multiple stakeholder systems [16]. An 280 

analysis of the position of identified common requirements (R24-33) in horizontal architectural levels, 281 

                                                      
3 116 detailed business and technical requirements were detected in the targeted use cases in the 

M2MGrids project.  

4 46 detailed business and technical requirements were estimated to be common for all the targeted 

use cases in the M2MGrids project. 
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with main actor types of the CPS system, are presented in Figure 1. A CPS system can be divided in 282 

an application-domain-dependent and an application-domain-agnostic part. The vertical services 283 

offered by a specific vertical business actor, a vertical sector service provider such as e.g. a DSO or an 284 

energy aggregator in the energy sector, are determining the service logic and requirements. These 285 

actors request their services to be performed by the application-domain-agnostic layers of the system, 286 

by passing a programmatic description for the services to the horizontal platform. As parts of the 287 

horizontal solution, we distinguish the M2M service platform, the horizontal communications and 288 

the horizontal trust and security sub-solutions. 289 

 290 

 291 

Figure 1. Identified common requirements, distinguished horizontal solutions (red rectanges) in the 292 

architectural levels of the CPS system [16]. 293 

The M2M service platform presumes at least four detailed actor roles. First, the actors building 294 

the M2M service platform technology either sell or rent out the platform as solution equipment directly 295 

to a customer who then hosts it, or they offer it as-a-Service (*aaS), in a PaaS (Platform-as-a-Service), 296 

IaaS (Infrastructure-as-a-Service) or XaaS (Everything -as-a-Service) model. Secondly, the platform 297 

operator operates the M2M service platform as a vertical-business-agnostic service infrastructure. This 298 

role may be taken up by traditional telecom service providers, but also by large Internet data players 299 

and vendors, or large verticals, such as conglomerates of large cities or multi-national utilities. 300 

Thirdly, the vertical business actors (enterprise service provider in the Figure 1), as platform users, are 301 

conducting their vertical business by launching services on the platform, either directly or via a 302 

dedicated vertical application front-end. Vertical sector service providers, such as energy sector 303 

stakeholders, typically take up this role, but also new actors can enter the ecosystem in this role, like 304 

third parties with a specific cross-sector business model and services. Finally, service users, consumers 305 

or other businesses, are the customers using the offered services. They consume the services offered 306 

by the vertical players but can also add their own service configuration logic to the platform. The 307 

M2M service platform brings key advantages to all the detailed actor roles.  308 

A key advantage to platform users - and to platform operators offering a vertical, domain-309 

specific framework on the platform - is that the platform hides the complexities of distributed deployment 310 

of a collection of data-stream intensive services. Service programming, and ultimately even high-level 311 

specification, can be done in an infrastructure-agnostic way, enabling vertical service providers to 312 

build services just in terms of the concepts, conventions and algorithms from their own business 313 
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domain. But at the same time, the automation brought by the platform and its distributed stream 314 

processing capability, also benefitting from emerging new underlying 5G and edge cloud network 315 

technologies, supports their business without needing them to care about the technology.  316 

This separation of concerns is also an important advantage to the platform operator, in this way 317 

providing the platform operator more control over platform execution resource efficiencies, for which 318 

the platform supports various optimization options. This becomes most apparent when multiple 319 

platform users launch different application cases on the shared service infrastructure of the platform, 320 

not necessarily knowing each other's objectives. E.g., if two service instances require the same pre-321 

processing of the same stream, there is a stream processing reuse opportunity. E.g., the real-time 322 

evolving sum of values in energy consumption of a set of devices, as appearing in the programmatic 323 

description of multiple services, may be a reused data stream.  324 

Ensuring that cyber-physical systems offer an acceptable security level requires addressing 325 

challenges related to privacy, confidentiality, end-to-end security, secure data management, and 326 

access control. The horizontal trust and security and communication solutions should ensure that the 327 

communication and exchange of information is allowed only according to the privacy and security 328 

policies of the owners and business actors. 329 

Human owners of physical M2M resources today usually employ services of multiple M2M SPs 330 

and cloud storage services according to their needs. However, cloud storage systems are often tightly 331 

bounded with specific cloud service providers. For example, Apple’s iPhone is tightly integrated with 332 

its cloud storage service iCloud, Android phones with Google Drive, and Windows phones with 333 

OneDrive [53]. Physical M2M resources such as e.g. wearables, home automation devices, machines 334 

etc. are tightly bounded to operate with specific M2M SPs.  335 

Therefore, owners have the additional challenge of managing access rights across several SPs 336 

that host their data. Currently, there is a lack of proper means for owners to monitor and control the 337 

policies used to regulate access to their data. Furthermore, each SP usually uses its own specific 338 

solution for access control. This requires owners to redefine their policies for each SP system, which 339 

causes difficulty in synchronizing them across multiple SPs. The situation becomes even more 340 

challenging when owners want to share their data with other owners who are not registered to the 341 

same SP, and SPs do not have any means of verifying authorizations for unknown users.  342 

The successful application of federated identity services in cloud environments [54], where 343 

services allow their users to login based on credentials provided by third-party identity providers 344 

such as Google and Facebook, indicates that similar approaches in the context of authorization may 345 

be able to solve the issue of data sharing in a multiple clouds setting. Existing access control standards 346 

such as XACML [55] already provide a baseline for the development of authorization services for 347 

cloud environments [56]. However, current authorization solutions, even those based on XACML; 348 

suffer severe limitations that hamper their adoption in these cloud environments. 349 

A high-level functional overview, positioning the three provided horizontal solutions, is shown 350 

in Figure 2Figure 2. Domain knowledge and requested service specifications are provided by vertical 351 

sector service providers, as platform users of the horizontal M2M service platform. The M2M service 352 

platform operation is based on stream processing with specific compilers and tools working with 353 

world model, resource topologies and policies, run-time registers, and distributed execution engines. 354 

The M2M service platform concept has been realized in the form of the Nokia World Wide Streams 355 

(WWS) platform, which serves as a reference implementation of the concept [34, 35]. 356 

The concept of communication spaces applies the owner-centric approach for communication 357 

with physical CPS resources (CPS devices) [37]. According to it, each owner has a virtual 358 

communication space into which the presence of CPS devices is registered. Resource owners can 359 

make agreements with each other to enable information exchanges between their resources. When 360 

the resources want to share information, the trust and policies between the owners need to be checked 361 

before the information can be delivered. The communication spaces concept has been realized in the 362 

form of horizontal VTT CPS communication hub, which is thus a reference implementation of the 363 

concept [48]. 364 
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The concept of policy-based authorization is targeted to enabling owners to define and manage 365 

access control policies to protect their resources. These policies are then evaluated at runtime by the 366 

authorization service to determine whether access to the resources should be allowed or not. The 367 

policy-based authorization concept was originally realized in the form of SAFAX [53], an XACML-368 

based authorization service framework developed by Eindhoven University of Technology (TU/e), 369 

and it is enhanced and applied here as a reference implementation of the concept. 370 

 371 

 372 

Figure 2. Conceptual solutions for horizontal architectures of cyber-physical systems. 373 

4. Horizontal Solutions for Cyber-Physical Systems 374 

4.1 M2M service platform 375 

In this section, we discuss the main technical design aspects of the M2M service platform, as 376 

shown in Figure 3. After a brief report of the experiments done concerning World Model and 377 

Specification Compiler, we highlight the main features of key components of the Nokia World Wide 378 

Streams (WWS) platform [34,35] implementing the M2M service platform.   379 

Platform users can specify and launch services directly on the platform, as so-called Service 380 

Requests (SRs), assuming the World Model as the domain of discourse, and a declarative domain-381 

specific language (DSL) called XStream as a means to specify the actual service logic. Assuming a set 382 

of given execution primitives of the underlying execution platform, a Specification Compiler stage 383 

translates the SRs into Service Execution Requests (SERs), by reasoning over the desired SR goal in the 384 

context of the World Model's domain knowledge, possibly in combination with already expressed, 385 

outstanding goals. As a result, the Specification Compiler expresses a discovered set of possible 386 

stream processing dataflows enriched with candidate optimization transformations, as a set of 387 

implementation options in terms of the given execution primitives for the requested service. 388 
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  389 

 390 

 391 

Figure 3. M2M service platform architecture based on the Nokia WWS platform [34, 35].  392 

The flexible service interpretation in the SER is passed on to the actual M2M service platform, in 393 

which the Dataflow Compiler and Deployer can now decide which service implementation options to 394 

select, to minimize compute and transport resource spending for the service. The Deployer/Allocator 395 

maintains the lifecycle of the requested service execution after distributing the dataflow physically 396 

across the chosen execution engines, that can reside in central or edge data centres as well as in device 397 

gateways and programmable devices. Run-time registries keep track of which resource allocations 398 

correspond to which service instances and data streams, including sources and sinks of data at system 399 

boundaries connecting physical devices and human interfaces. Possibly dynamically appearing and 400 

disappearing streams, from devices or the web, are registered as data stream sources (platform 401 

ingress) or sinks (platform egress).  402 

4.1.1 World Model and Specification Compiler 403 

The World Model provides a way to represent the domain knowledge context of requested 404 

services in the considered business domain. Beyond ontological concepts and their attributes, 405 

described in standard RDF/OWL notation, the model may contain more complex relations and 406 

behavioural correlations in the domain at hand. For example, an energy domain world model is built 407 

up from the base energy concepts and their physical properties, as well as the business and physical 408 

rules they obey, including the specification of metering and control interface protocols. The World 409 

Model may grow to support concepts needed in ever-smarter services involving more actors. For 410 

example, during the lifespan of the platform in the energy domain, services can evolve over time, 411 

originally being just basic smart metering services, later becoming full energy flexibility ecosystems 412 
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of many cooperating actors, and services involving behavioural or business strategies as well as, e.g., 413 

real-time energy consumption and production predictions.  414 

In the energy domain, we aimed to leverage as much as possible existing ontologies and 415 

application-level standards. We considered ontologies like SEAS [57, 58] and SAREF [59], and 416 

schemas provided by electrical (pre)standards, such as EFI [60, 61, 62] and CIM [63]. Figure 3 417 

introduces snippets of the M2MGrids energy domain World Model. 418 

Further attributes and relations were added, extending the base M2M energy domain World 419 

Model, as needed to specify and implement the energy services demonstrated in the project. A 420 

common semantic base, including the alignment of equivalent concepts from different ontologies, is 421 

also aimed at, for allowing automating the translation of messages assumed by different services, 422 

both among services authored on the platform by different service providers, and with externally 423 

authored or pre-existing ones. As an example of that, Figure 4 and Figure 5 illustrate the semantic 424 

model for the request and response messages of the FlexOptimizer service, which was implemented 425 

on top of WWS in a multi-service energy scenario in which the flexibility of energy consumption of 426 

household devices was matched against an overall flexibility need on an energy market. The 427 

messages allow negotiating a time shift of the energy consumption of individual devices. 428 

 429 

 430 

Figure 3. M2MGrids energy domain World Model snippets  431 
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 432 

Figure 4. Semantic model of the FlexOptimizer request message. 433 

 434 

 435 

Figure 5. Semantic model of the FlexOptimizer response message. 436 

The extension of the World Model with such aligned application ontologies makes the system 437 

'aware' of the fact that different concepts and protocols have the same meaning and serve the same 438 

purpose, thus facilitating the translation of messages and protocol states across services from 439 

different service providers. Once aligned, one can say the platform offers a single 'lingua franca' 440 

among platform users launching services that need to cooperate on the platform. This especially 441 
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holds for the semantics of the data streams entering or leaving the system, interfacing with legacy 442 

and other externally realized services.  443 

The World Model thus also contains the observation and actuation concepts for the sensors and 444 

actuators registered in the system, like the measurement of real-time power consumption values of 445 

an energy-consuming device. Beyond that, the World Model can also encompass behavioural 446 

patterns of the real world, e.g. in the form of (pre-trained) predictive models for physical state, e.g. 447 

the battery level of an electrical vehicle under observation can be assumed to behave according to a 448 

particular model according to the vehicle's movement and acceleration. A service provider can 449 

include such models in the World Model for reuse as common domain knowledge. 450 

When platform users issue Service Requests (SR), these requests can be considered as service 451 

specifications, that declaratively expresses exactly what is the requested effect of the platform on the 452 

outside world, as opposed to how it will eventually be implemented and deployed on the platform. 453 

These increments to the World Model, also based on the base concepts already in the model, need to 454 

be processed by the Specification Compiler of the system, to translate them to actual data flows to be 455 

executed on the platform. Early experiments concerning such Specification Compiler have been 456 

conducted based on a Drools-style [64] declarative rule-based language. We succeeded in generating 457 

candidate data flows as Service Execution Requests (SERs) for the underlying WWS XStream 458 

Dataflow Compiler, for basic service examples. 459 

4.1.2 Dataflow Compiler 460 

The Service Execution Request (SER) interface is the main interface of the Dataflow Compiler of 461 

the M2M service platform, exposing a range of SER execution primitives (stream processing operator 462 

specifications, in the case of WWS). The Dataflow Compiler transforms the received logical data flows, 463 

into a physical dataflow ready for deployment by the Deployer/Allocator. 464 

In WWS, the Dataflow Compiler exposes the XStream language as a SER interface. It extends 465 

TypeScript, which is a typed JavaScript extension. Services can thus be authored directly on the 466 

Dataflow Compiler as XStream scripts, which describe how stream processing operators are to be wired 467 

up in a logical graph, as a dataflow. Figure 6 presents a generic representation of a WWS XStream 468 

dataflow. To WWS programmers, XStream is available as a TypeScript library, and so can easily 469 

leverage regular integrated development environments (IDEs). 470 

 471 

 472 

Figure 6. Generic representation of a WWS XStream dataflow 473 

As execution primitives are natively part of the language, all classical stream processing 474 

operators, such as join, transform and filter, can be applied to source (ingress) streams, to produce sink 475 

(egress) data streams. Those XStream-native operators are implemented in the XStream compiler as 476 

dynamically loadable JavaScript functions, assuming a NodeJS execution environment. 477 

Beyond this, XStream allows working with any user-defined operators/functions (UDF), if an 478 

implementation for the operator has been onboarded in the WWS system. This powerful feature allows 479 

working with any type of operator implementation technology from the XStream code. Next to 480 

NodeJS, a range of technology-specific execution environments - called processors in WWS - are 481 

commonplace in the system, with operators already implemented in Java, Python and C++. Many 482 

pre-built operators are also available in WWS out of the box, e.g. for advanced video analytics and 483 

TensorFlow-based online machine learning operations.  484 

The XStream service author can use all these operators in a service design, aggregating, 485 

transforming and generating data streams, mixing various stream types, without needing to know 486 

source f ilter t ransform

source User_op

join sink
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the internal implementation details of the used operators. A technology expert can build the 487 

dedicated operators independently, outside the service design process. While not as 'decoupled' from 488 

the implementation as is ultimately possible using a Specification Compiler on top of it, versatile 489 

XStream scripts can be designed flexibly in this way, without burdening the designer with the many 490 

technological details beyond the data stream formats used, and without the need to worry about how 491 

and where to deploy the individual pieces, i.e. in a true 'serverless' way. 492 

The XStream scripts are compiled by the Dataflow Compiler into a deployable form. By this, the 493 

task of optimizing the distributed deployment and other lifecycle concerns are hidden from the XStream 494 

programmer. Thanks to the underlying event brokers, and media servers for multimedia streams, the 495 

actual source streams can be bound to a service instance dynamically at run-time. The XStream code 496 

can express WWS Registry topic name subscription to a single or group of streams for this. This again 497 

alleviates the service designer from everything but composing the logical operators and streams. 498 

4.1.3 Deployer/Allocator 499 

The XStream Dataflow Compiler is translating XStream code into a collection of physical 500 

operator instances and wiring code, as an explicit deployment instruction for the Deployer/Allocator. 501 

The Deployer/Allocator is an extensive subsystem that oversees the complete run-time of the running 502 

services. It takes as input Dataflow Compiler deployment instructions and, based on the requested 503 

stream processing operator instantiations and wiring among them, decides on what computing 504 

resources (i.e. on which machines) to deploy operator instances as used by the services. In the process, 505 

the Deployer checks whether already running operator instances can be reused or clustered on the 506 

same machine and decides on the eventual distributed placement across multiple cloud sites and 507 

edge equipment. A placement algorithm (for an introduction on the state of the art see [65, 66]) can 508 

calculate, given a set of conditions (including privacy constraints), what is the most cost-effective 509 

placement of the operators, as part of the dataflow(s) they belong to, taking into account the cost of 510 

occupying transport (network) and computing resources. The Deployer uses the (network and 511 

computing) resource topology and potential resource policies in the process. 512 

Key elements of the overall Deployer-managed process are the Run-time registries that keep track 513 

of which operators are deployed where, what their deployment state is, and eventually what data 514 

streams they produce. The registries also persist the WWS site's configuration, contain a record of all 515 

active services, and maintain a range of meta-data for each stream instance's context of use. 516 

The deployment lifecycle of operators is illustrated in Figure 7. It comprises five different 517 

services, of which three have been successfully deployed completely (all operators are green), one 518 

service has a failed operator deployment (red), and one service has an operator that is still being 519 

deployed (staging phase, yellow). When a problematic operator state occurs, the Deployer attempts 520 

to automatically redeploy the operator. 521 

 522 

 523 
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Figure 7. Operator deployment lifecycle states in services 524 

As the execution environment for specific types of operators, the global WWS Deployer 525 

considers 'processors' as the entity for executing the specific operator types (e.g. a Node.js engine). 526 

The processors are packaged into Docker images for flexible deployment on cloud machine clusters. 527 

The dynamic scheduling, both at the level of processors and at the level of operators leverages state-528 

of-the-art scheduling frameworks like Marathon/Mesos or Kubernetes, which allow for dynamically 529 

scaling out operators, processors and any data brokers (RabbitMQ or Kafka) between them. A 530 

Dispatcher, locally on each WWS site, does the actual launching and removal of operators on 531 

processors and the setup of data stream channels between them. Like the Deployer, this function is 532 

stateless and will scale up with the amount of operator state changes. 533 

 534 

4.1.4 Onboarding streams with WWS Stream Bridge 535 

As is the case with any IoT platform from previous generations, an important platform capacity 536 

is to be able to flexibly onboard external streams. As illustrated in Figure 8, WWS has a dedicated 537 

interface for this purpose, called Stream Bridge. 538 

The Stream Bridge defines WWS ingress streams as source streams and WWS egress streams as 539 

sink streams. Both source and sink streams should be registered via a straightforward REST 540 

Registration API, to describe the stream type, its data structure, chosen transport protocol, a name and 541 

any optional tag annotations. An additional control stream, to send stream control data in reverse 542 

direction, can also be registered if needed. Successful registration returns a unique reference for 543 

publishing (source), respectively receiving (sink), and the streaming data over the chosen transport 544 

protocol to/from WWS. 545 

 546 

 547 

Figure 8. Stream Bridge overview 548 

Stream Bridge provides support for JSON formatted transport over AMQP (RabbitMQ's native 549 

broker protocol), MQTT, STOMP, Kafka, and even HTTP/REST and is flexibly extendible beyond 550 

that. Stream Bridge leverages protocol adapters for these transports, for republishing the streams on 551 

the WWS-internal RabbitMQ broker.  552 

Beyond the data transport and stream encoding itself, application-level protocols can be supported 553 

by designing a protocol-terminating proxy service at the application level - these can be regularly 554 

authored as any other XStream script on WWS. By its flexible multi-protocol and lightweight 555 

registration concepts, communication with practically any external entity can be modelled. Streams 556 
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originating from (or delivered to) legacy or application-domain-specific systems can be connected, 557 

such as from/to: 558 

 web systems, interactive user interfaces (web-based or other), that can use their assumed 559 

lightweight connection paradigm,  560 

 IoT devices, such as wearables, smartphones and small sensor devices, that can preserve their 561 

small-footprint communication requirements, and  562 

 even full-fledged industrial automation equipment that can be connected by means of their 563 

standardized industry protocols. 564 

Thanks to the possibility to trigger instantiation of an application protocol-terminating device 565 

proxy service from Stream Bridge, any undesired complexity implied by the protocol can be kept 566 

isolated to (potentially auto-scaled-out) instances of the (typically single-operator) proxy service. 567 

Thus, while the services running on WWS can work according to representations implied by the 568 

semantic stream concepts in the World Model, with a uniform WWS cloud data transport, external 569 

entities do not need to be ‘aware’ of WWS and can talk to the proxy service as if it were their regular 570 

stateful protocol peer. 571 

4.1.5 Onboarding compute resources to WWS 572 

A WWS platform can also onboard new computing (or network) resources into the Resource 573 

Topology upon which the Deployer can request the deployment of a processor on that processing 574 

resource (machine or virtualized machine cluster), through a Resource Request (RER). This request 575 

is equivalent to the registration of a new Docker image containing a WWS processor on the machine. 576 

It allows the WWS system to launch the processor as soon as an operator, needed by a requested 577 

service, requires its execution. Ultimately, processing resources may also reside on the far edge cloud, 578 

i.e. on customer-premises gateways, mobile base stations or even small-footprint devices behind 579 

those, such as mobile phones, small computing devices like a Raspberry Pi, a smart electricity meter 580 

or an electrical vehicle charging control unit. Even wearables or smart cameras can be considered, 581 

whenever they expose a programmable compute capability on which a (potentially small) process 582 

can be executed. Once onboarded, all resources invariantly can be programmed by WWS to execute 583 

one or more operators processing the locally available data streams. 584 

4.2 Communication spaces 585 

The concept of communication spaces rely on an owner-centric approach for communications 586 

(Figure 3). This allows capturing that physical CPS device resources usually belong to an owner, who 587 

can be an individual person, a group of people, company or an organization. Each owner has its own 588 

communication space (CS) in the virtual world; the green lines in the Error! Reference source not f589 

ound. represent such ownership relationships. The physical CPS device resources of a specific owner 590 

may register their presence into the CS of the referred owner, the blue lines in the Error! Reference s591 

ource not found.. Such physical CPS device resources can be e.g. servers, computers, vehicles, 592 

buildings, smart phones, consumer electronic devices, sensors and actuators, which typically belong 593 

to a human/organizational owner. 594 
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 595 

Figure 9. A view to the communication spaces concept based on the VTT CPS hub design [48]. 596 

The red lines connecting virtual communication spaces represent agreements between the 597 

owners. The referred agreements are negotiated online between the resources of the owners via the 598 

communication spaces. Such an agreement is required in order to enable information sharing 599 

between resources of different owners. In addition, there is need for trust checking before any 600 

information can be delivered, because of the situation, level of trust and detailed security policies of 601 

the owner may have been changed.  602 

The key solutions for virtual communication spaces concept are presence management, 603 

trustworthy sharing of information and data plane operation [37, 48]. Next, we present these 604 

solutions. 605 

4.2.1 Presence management 606 

 The need for presence management arises from the inherent characteristics of physical CPS 607 

asset devices and services (resources) to be online or offline at any given time. The reasons for being 608 

offline may be related e.g. to power sources, unreliable communication links, mobility or due to the 609 

user/owner needs. When such a resource needs to be reachable via communication networks, it 610 

should register its presence to a known place. According to our approach, such a place is the virtual 611 

communication space of the resource owner. When a physical resource accidentally will lose 612 

connection, it is obvious that there can be some level gap between the physical resource and its’ state 613 

in the virtual communication space for some time [67]. The virtual space can operate towards solving 614 

this gap by acting on behalf of the physical resource when it is offline, and making more or less 615 

regular poll procedure to check the status of the physical resource. 616 

When speaking about resources, an essential problem to be solved is related to identities and 617 

addressing. There are several solutions for identities in different levels of the systems. For example, 618 

MAC addresses are in use in the radio access level, IP addresses and URLs in Internet/Web contexts, 619 

service provider specific addresses in enterprise systems, some universal identities UUIDs have been 620 

proposed etc. Here, identities and addressing refer to the ones used at the communication level, more 621 

specifically in the communication overlay level and especially related to the concept of virtual 622 

communication space. 623 
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The problems for the identities and addressing in the communication overlay level arises from 624 

the mobility, use of local identities, dynamic presence and topics of shared information. Local 625 

identities and addressing, such as IP and physical level addresses, may be temporal. Therefore, more 626 

reliable ways for identifying resource owners and the resources themselves are needed. Basically, the 627 

generally applied “scheme:[//host[:port]][/path]” could be applied; however, it lacks references to the 628 

ownership of resources. Therefore, identities and addressing for virtual communication spaces at the 629 

communication overlay level are specified using the following notation: 630 

 631 

<owner>@<domain.server>/<physical resource>/<logical resource> 632 

where  633 

 <owner> denotes the resource owner. 634 

 The home domain of the owner is <domain.server>. 635 

 <physical resource> refers to a physical resource, which can typically be e.g. embedded devices, 636 

gateways or servers. 637 

 The optional part <logical resource> can refer to any specific information content, or to logical 638 

resource tree of the information or e.g. semantic Web type of resource. 639 

4.2.2 Sharing of information - Publish/Subscribe 640 

The sharing of information with the communication overlay contains the following phases, 641 

Figure 10. The first phase is connecting of the owner into the CPS communication hub, authentication 642 

of the owner and registration of the presence of the physical resources of the owner into the home 643 

domain of the owner. As the result of this step, the presence of the physical resources is registered as 644 

resources of the communication spaces of the owner in the CPS communication hub. The referred 645 

resources can be identified by <owner>@<domain>/<resource> notation. 646 

In the second phase, some resource may subscribe to receive information published by some 647 

other resources. The publish/subscribe service requires a separate authentication done using the same 648 

owner identity to the CPS information sharing service than applied in step 1. The 649 

published/subscribed information is identified by notation <owner>@<domain>/<resource>/<topic>. 650 

Any resource can publish information according to its own strategy, if the authentication has been 651 

done in successful manner. However, when a resource subscribes for information published by other 652 

owners/resources, then the trust service checks whether it is allowed or not. 653 

In the third phase, the CPS Trust service checks the status related to the agreements between the 654 

owner (A), which is publishing the information, and the other owner (B), which wants to subscribe 655 

the information published by A. If there is an agreement between A and B, then the subscribed 656 

information is delivered to the subscriber B. However, before the delivery, A’ security policies are 657 

checked by the CPS trust service using an external policy-based authorization service. 658 

 659 

Figure 10. Information sharing of CPS communication hub. 660 
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4.2.3 Data plane operation 661 

The sharing of information with the communication overlay using data plane operation 662 

capability is clarified in this section, Figure 11. The basic operation is divided to control plane and 663 

data plane functions. It is expected that the physical resources execute first the registration of their 664 

presence into the virtual communication space of the owner as a control plane function. After that 665 

the owners need to create first a mutual agreement (“trust” relationship), otherwise no interaction 666 

cannot happen between the physical resources of the referred owners. This is also a control plane 667 

function. After such an agreement has been created, then any resource of the owners can 668 

interact/exchange messages between each other as clarified earlier. 669 

If the information exchange via the CPS communication spaces is not enough efficient, e.g. in 670 

the case of multimedia delivery or enterprise specific means is required to be used, then data plane 671 

operation can be a possibility. The data plane operation can be activated by executing so-called 672 

“M2MGrids negotiation” where the applied data plane communication channel is negotiated as the 673 

control plane action first. This negotiation can happen between any two individual physical resources 674 

that have passed all the control plane actions clarified earlier. Based on the “M2MGrids negotiation”, 675 

the used end-to-end data plane format/protocol can be defined by the resources themselves. After the 676 

“M2MGrids negotiation” has happened, then the interaction between referred physical resources can 677 

happen as the data plane functions directly without any involvement of the communication spaces 678 

related network/control plane processing using the agreed data plane means.  679 

 680 

 681 

Figure 11. Data plane of CPS communication hub. 682 

4.3 Policy based authorization 683 

The eXtensible Authorization Framework as a Service (SAFAX) [53] is a XACML-based 684 

authorization framework that allows data owners to create and enforce policies that regulate the 685 

access to their data. SAFAX can be used to define access control policies for data residing in multiple 686 

domains, under different authorities. The process of defining access control policies is simplified with 687 

SAFAX, as data owners can manage their policies from a single administrative point, rather than 688 

having to create and maintain different policies within each data domain. SAFAX components are 689 

designed as loosely coupled services. An overview of the SAFAX framework is shown in Figure 12. 690 

The domain controller (DC) is the entity that host the data domains where resources are shared. These 691 

domains belong to domain owners (DOs), e.g. energy service providers. The DC is responsible for 692 

providing  application specific components (the “Policy Enforcement Point” PEP, the “Policy 693 

Information Point” PIP, and the “Context Handler” CH), which generate a valid XACML access 694 

request to the SAFAX-CORE service for application specific access requests from the data consumer, 695 

the entity requesting access to the data.  696 
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 697 

Figure 12. SAFAX Framework 698 

The data owner can deploy access control policies expressed in XACML with SAFAX. These 699 

policies can include different trust dimensions such as reputation of the data consumer or the 700 

credentials a consumer should have. The evaluation of trust constraints is decoupled from the policy 701 

evaluation engine. In particular, trust service providers can register their services with SAFAX. This 702 

makes the approach extensible, since SAFAX can be extended without any changes to the underlying 703 

infrastructure, and flexible, since the data owner can choose trust services based on their requirements 704 

and needs.  705 

4.3.1 SAFAX-CORE  706 

The main component of SAFAX is SAFAX-CORE (Figure 12). Each component of SAFAX-CORE 707 

is designed as a service, thus breaking away from the monolithic component structure seen in existing 708 

XACML implementations. Each component are shortly described below, see Figure 13.  709 

Router: Given that SAFAX serves multiple DOs, the router forwards the request to the PDP 710 

assigned to the DO whose data are requested. 711 

Service Repository: A service repository contains records of external services that can be plugged 712 

to the PDP as User-Defined Functions (UDFs). External service providers can register their services 713 

with the SAFAX framework; however, a strict requirement is that the services must meet the interface 714 

specifications, which are described in the next section. 715 

 716 

 717 

Figure 13. SAFAX-CORE Architecture 718 

Policy Administration Point (PAP): This component facilitates DOs with the management of their 719 

policies. 720 

Policy Decision Point (PDP): For each data domain, SAFAX assigns a dedicated PDP to handle 721 

requests pertaining to data within. The PDP fetches the relevant policies from the PAP. In SAFAX, 722 

we decouple UDFs from the XACML PDP module to allow the framework to be extensible with new 723 

functions without disrupting the existing components.  724 

PDP Configuration (PDPC): Since SAFAX is extensible through external trust services; we 725 

provide DOs the control over the external services that they would like to use within their PDPs. This 726 

can be done through the PDPC. The configuration is used to initialize the PDP with respect to the 727 

trust services selected by the corresponding DO.  728 
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The overall view of the SAFAX architecture and its usage is shortly clarified in the following. 729 

Authorities use the PAP to deploy their policies and the PDPC to configure their PDP, the PDP 730 

service to be used for policy evaluation, etc. SAFAX provides data owners a unique PDP-URL to 731 

invoke the assigned PDP. All access requests for resources belonging to the data owner are forwarded 732 

to the assigned PDP through the unique PDP-URL. 733 

Authorities should implement the domain-specific components (i.e., PEP, CH and PIP) and 734 

register the Context Handler service with the SAFAX framework. This is necessary since during 735 

policy evaluation the PDP might need additional attributes from the CH of the data owner (e.g. 736 

resource type, classification level). In particular, the CH interface to fetch the attributes should be 737 

registered with the service registry of the SAFAX framework. Figure 14 shows the interaction of 738 

services within SAFAX.  739 

 740 

 741 

Figure 14. Message flow for policy evaluation using SAFAX 742 

The request sent by the data consumer to access data items belonging to a data owner is 743 

intercepted by the PEP of the data owner. The PEP forwards the request to the CH service, which 744 

first fetches the default additional information from its PIP (e.g. type of resource), enriching the 745 

original request, and then constructs a valid XACML request. The CH forwards the XACML request 746 

to the PDP by invoking the SAFAX service. The Router intercepts the access request coming from the 747 

CH and forwards it to the proper PDP based on the PDP-URL. During policy evaluation, it is possible 748 

that the PDP needs additional attributes, besides the ones provided by default, case in which it 749 

contacts back the CH service. If the policy specified by the data owner requires additional (external) 750 

trust information, the PDP service contacts the external trust services. After receiving the required 751 

information, the PDP computes the decision and informs the CH, which then parses the XACML 752 

response and sends the decision to the PEP. The PEP enforces the access decision by allowing or 753 

denying access to the data item to the consumer. 754 

We have realized the SAFAX architecture by implementing it as a web service. SAFAX is 755 

implemented in Java running on an Apache Tomcat server and using Jersey as the service framework. 756 

MySQL is used as a backend persistent data storage. SAFAX exposes interfaces that can be invoked 757 

by PEPs implemented by the DCs. The SAFAX GUI is implemented using HTML, CSS and AJAX to 758 

consume SAFAX services. 759 

 4.3.2 Policy Alignment Service  760 
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M2M systems are typically dynamic and open systems wherein parties may not know each other 761 

a priori. To deal with this challenge, we have extended SAFAX with Trust Management (TM). In TM, 762 

access decisions are based on credentials and policies issued by multiple authorities. However, one 763 

of the main problems of existing TM systems is that they implicitly assume a complete agreement 764 

among authorities on the vocabulary used for the specification of credentials, which is a too restrictive 765 

assumption in dynamic coalitions like M2M systems. A partial solution to these problems is offered 766 

by the use of ontologies, which provide a valuable means for enabling interoperability across 767 

heterogeneous systems [68]. However, it is often unrealistic to assume that all parties in the coalition 768 

reach a complete and precise semantic alignment before becoming operative.  769 

To enable semantic alignment between the domain models of the parties in a coalition, we 770 

leverage the work in [69], which present a reputation system based on the notion of similarity [70, 71, 771 

and 72]. Similarity represents the semantic resemblance between two concepts. In our solution, 772 

similarity is asserted in the form of credentials. Each entity can specify similarity assertions between 773 

two concepts independently from the ontology in which those concepts have been defined. Based on 774 

these assertions, we use a reputation metric to assess the similarity between concepts during policy 775 

evaluation. 776 

We have implemented and deployed the semantic alignment service within SAFAX. This service 777 

has been implemented as any other SAFAX service. Moreover, the SAFAX GUI has been extended to 778 

manage semantic alignment service configurations. Through the GUI, a user can specify their 779 

similarity credentials. These credentials are stored in a persistent database and used by the semantic 780 

alignment service to assess the similarity between concepts. During policy evaluation, the similarity 781 

constraints encoded in the XACML policy are resolved by invoking the semantic alignment service, 782 

which returns a response according to the UDF used to encode the constraints.  783 

4.3.3 Data Governance and Transparency  784 

Existing access control mechanisms typically assume that data objects are under the control of a 785 

single entity. However, this is often not the case within the M2MGrids where several users can 786 

contribute to the creation and management of data. This opens new challenges in the secure 787 

management of data. First, not all stakeholders might have the same level of authority. In particular, 788 

the degree of authority each stakeholder has over the data depends on its role with respect to the 789 

data.  Stakeholders can define their own authorization requirements for the protection of data. These 790 

requirements should be combined to define an enforceable policy in such a way that the level of 791 

authority of each stakeholder is accounted for. Moreover, users can define conflicting access 792 

requirements. While existing access control mechanisms can solve policy conflicts, they usually fail 793 

to make users aware about the actual enforcement of their policies.     794 

To address the first challenge, we introduce a data governance model that allows the integration 795 

of access requirements specified by different users based on their relationship with the data object. 796 

The governance model provides a general framework to reason on the level of authority that 797 

stakeholders have over shared data and allows the use of policy combination strategies to resolve 798 

policy conflicts. The relation between stakeholders and shared data is characterized using the notion 799 

of archetype introduced in [73]. Intuitively, the archetypes for a shared resource capture the roles that 800 

stakeholders can have with respect to the resource.  801 

Archetypes are organized in a hierarchical structure to reflect the degree of authority that 802 

stakeholders have on shared resources [74]. Intuitively, each level in the hierarchy groups archetypes 803 

that have the same degree of authority on the shared data. The requirements of the stakeholders 804 

associated to those archetypes are combined with an intra-level aggregator that specifies how the 805 

requirements should be evaluated. In an archetype hierarchy, levels are ordered with respect to the 806 

degree of authority that the archetypes within a level have. We distinguish three types of priorities 807 

between levels: total, positive and negative. A total priority indicates that the access requirements 808 

defined by an archetype at a higher level always override the ones of archetypes at a lower level. 809 

However, in some cases it is desirable that only the positive authorizations take precedence. This is 810 
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achieved using the positive priority. Similarly, negative is used when only negative requirements 811 

from the higher level take precedence. 812 

Ideally, the authorization system should enforce the access requirements of all stakeholders. 813 

However, this is not always possible due to policy conflicts arising from stakeholders’ conflicting 814 

access requirements. Existing access control mechanisms often provide a mean to resolve policy 815 

conflicts automatically. However, although resolving policy conflicts is necessary to make a 816 

conclusive decision, decision making often becomes non-transparent to users. The main problem lies 817 

in the fact that, in existing access control mechanisms, policy conflict resolution is embedded in the 818 

policy evaluation process and, thus, policy conflicts are not identified and/or recorded. This makes 819 

users unaware of whether their policies have actually been enforced.  820 

To enable transparency in access control, we exploit the notion of policy mismatch introduced 821 

in [73]. Intuitively, a policy mismatch occurs when the decision enforced by the authorization system 822 

differs from the one obtained evaluating stakeholders’ policies individually. Based on this notion, we 823 

have designed a Transparency Service that aims to detect mismatches between the decision enforced 824 

by the authorization system and the access requirements as specified by stakeholders. The 825 

Transparency Service reports the identified policy mismatch to the stakeholders whose decision was 826 

not enforced. By doing so, the service aims to make the stakeholders engaged in a collaborative 827 

resource management aware of possible conflicts with the authorization requirements of other 828 

stakeholders and how these conflicts were resolved by the authorization system.  829 

5. Evaluation 830 

5.1 Evaluation scenarios 831 

The evaluation of the horizontal solutions for cyber-physical systems has been carried out by 832 

making an experimental system, consisting of energy flexibility and traffic accident use cases 833 

represented in Figure 15 and Figure 16 (see also section 3.1). The energy flexibility case focused on 834 

the automatic negotiation of the usage of energy sensitive resources in the coming 24 hours for 835 

lowering the peak loads, the cost of energy, its’ distribution, and enabling trading of flexibility. The 836 

validation system consisted a set of simulated energy sensitive resources (white goods, boilers, 837 

heating resources), buildings and electric vehicles, which were controlled by multiple energy 838 

aggregators (4), acting on local markets, operating in the electric grid of a distribution service operator 839 

(DSO). The traffic accident case focused on information based interaction between multiple physical 840 

real world devices and services of companies (e.g. Polar smart watch, Bittium EEG sensor, Tracker 841 

dog collars, Valopaa’s illuminator, LiveU announcement service, IMEC CO2 sensor), causing alarm, 842 

considering security policies of the owners when sharing the information for authorities and 843 

visualizing situation in the emergency area. 844 

The evaluation of the capabilities of provided M2M service platform (Nokia WWS as a reference 845 

implementation) has been carried out mainly in the energy flexibility case. The provided 846 

communication spaces (VTT CPS hub as a reference implementation) have been evaluated in energy 847 

flexibility and traffic accident cases so that the validations support each other. The policy-based 848 

authorization (TU/e eXtensible Authorization Framework as a Service (SAFAX) as a reference 849 

implementation) capability is mainly evaluated in the traffic accident case. The evaluations 850 

considered real-time operation with real physical CPS resources as well as simulated resources in 851 

both energy flexibility and traffic accident cases. 852 
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 853 

Figure 15. Structure of the energy flexibility case. 854 

 855 

Figure 16. Structure of the traffic accident case. 856 

5.2 Evaluations of the horizontal solutions 857 

5.2.1. Evaluation of the WWS 858 

Nokia World Wide Streams, as the reference implementation of an M2MGrids M2M service 859 

platform, was validated in the extensive, multi-stakeholder energy flexibility ecosystem case depicted 860 

in Figure 15. At the level of the business validation for the energy domain, the viability of new real-861 

time energy flexibility trading scenarios was demonstrated, with (new third party as well as 862 

traditional) aggregators leveraging energy flexibility of household devices and cars in a new 863 

flexibility market ecosystem. A triple-win can be seen in the demonstrated case. Next to rebates for 864 

participating households and a sound business return for creative aggregator parties, the incumbent 865 

producers and distributers could save on energy storage investments dramatically. In the example 866 
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setup, using realistic solar and wind power production simulation on one side, and fine-grained 867 

household device consumption and flexibility simulation on the other side, we showed that over 50% 868 

of the Gigawatt-Hours of required battery storage could be divested due to the real-time flexibility 869 

coordination.  870 

While this demonstrated a high impact on how the energy grid will be able to operate in the near 871 

future, it also proved the WWS platform capable of supporting such cases. Realizing the energy 872 

flexibility case on the WWS platform indeed gave valuable insights on the stream handling and 873 

processing, and functional and non-functional requirements for the energy domain. This has led to 874 

several WWS improvements with respect to ease of programmability and debugging, as well as with 875 

respect to performance and scalability of the platform, making it now well fit for these and similar 876 

cases. 877 

Below, we shortly highlight the main aspects and WWS features that we constructed and 878 

validated in the course of realizing this use case.   879 

 Domain alignment through the World Model: The semantic alignment of the domain 880 

information, underpinned by multiple standards and their application, as was done for the 881 

energy domain use case at hand, showed to be essential for ensuring interoperability of energy 882 

services owned by different ecosystem actors. Next to its other technical goals, the World Model 883 

has shown to provide a systemic way to obtain this, and is recommended as a way forward for 884 

industry cooperation, as shown for the energy domain. 885 

 WWS onboarding of any device: The Nokia WWS platform has an open support for onboarding 886 

any device type, by modelling any external entity as a set of streams. WWS can proxy any 887 

application-level protocol in a proxy service of choice for the device type. Stream Bridge, on 888 

which streams can be registered via a REST API, supports any practical data transport protocol 889 

for interfacing incoming and outgoing streaming data. This was validated by onboarding many 890 

devices and external systems via Stream Bridge, as Distributed Energy Resources (DER) as part 891 

of the energy flexibility use case. An application-level device proxy service running on WWS 892 

was generically handling seamless connection of EFI-compliant devices for time-shift flexibility 893 

control (Energy Flexibility Interface, EFI, is a Cenelec pre-standard). Next to various simulated 894 

household device types (dishwashers, washing machines, heaters, electrical vehicles, lighting), 895 

also physical devices where onboarded via EFI-compliant gateways, the gateway being either as 896 

customer-premises equipment (CPE) or directly integrated in the white goods.  897 

 Real-time energy device control on WWS: Once onboarded, energy services running on the 898 

platform were shown to be able to control device energy consumption (or production) in real-899 

time. As the energy devices are represented as a set of data streams within WWS, and the EFI 900 

protocol and XML formatting was terminated by a device proxy service, the energy control 901 

business logic of services could make abstraction of this. 902 

 WWS smart service pattern programming: Many services were built on WWS using the 903 

XStream language for consecutive iterations of the energy flexibility case. Each iteration 904 

incorporated new patterns of processing logic and new types of streaming data. For example, 905 

beyond basic energy measurement monitoring, various automatic demand-response 906 

procedures, energy flexibility notions and market mechanisms were tackled, thus involving also 907 

transactional patterns between energy actors' services, also needed to comply to their inherent 908 

timing requirements (even at 3000 times faster than real-time operation).  909 

 WWS multi-actor service interworking: Also inherent to the chosen smart grid ecosystem use 910 

case, multiple business actors' services needed to interact continuously. For example, household 911 

services are controlling devices according to a demand-response dialog with an aggregator, and 912 

aggregators are competing on an energy flexibility market where distributors and producers ask 913 

for energy flexibility. WWS has been shown to support such concurrently running set of 914 

interacting services, leveraging the loose data stream-based coupling among them as provided 915 

by the system.  Beyond this evaluation, one can also imagine different security and privacy 916 

requirements to hold for different parties. For example, households could require that detailed 917 
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measurement data does not leave the home equipment, or aggregators could require their 918 

services running in isolation from competitors. The WWS platform was designed to be able to 919 

fulfil such placement constraints and provides multi-tenancy support, thus obtaining that, e.g., 920 

household data is (pre-)processed locally, or aggregator services do not share cloud resources. 921 

 WWS performance at scale: Designing and running services on a cloud platform is not enough 922 

for large-scale deployments, such as would occur in real-world deployments of an energy grid. 923 

Indeed, thousands of devices can be expected to be involved, that may be geographically spread 924 

across a wide area, e.g. country- or pan-country-wide. In addition, many small service players, 925 

like households and other micro-actors in an energy grid, are expected to be involved. 926 

Furthermore, the processing (and transport) capacity needs may vary dynamically with the 927 

situation occurring in the large-scale physical setting that is controlled. Finally, once services are 928 

running in cyberspace, some use cases will benefit from having the services exchange data at 929 

higher data rates than what was possible in traditional systems. For example, many more - and 930 

more frequently trading - participants in an evolved smart energy grid scenario may leverage a 931 

real-time energy flexibility market. Through simulation of large amounts of energy devices from 932 

geographically widespread Internet locations, we could load WWS with the high-load 933 

processing corresponding to such near-future scenarios. To make the evaluation still stronger, 934 

we distributed a reference clock signal among the processing services and data simulations, such 935 

that a uniform speed-up of all data streams could be done, up to 3000 times faster than real-time 936 

operation. This showed the feasibility of scaling to even higher data rates. This also showed that 937 

ultra-short market cycles can be obtained, far below the 15-minute cycle considered in today's 938 

most progressive scenarios.  939 

 WWS onboarding of external algorithms: A real-world service platform cannot assume a 940 

Greenfield starting point. This is also the case in the energy smart grid world, where pre-existing 941 

legacy solutions, and business and algorithmic logic already encapsulated in software 942 

implementations, need to be incorporated. To avoid ineffective re-implementation of existing 943 

software on WWS, the service platform can onboard existing code and services in varying 944 

degrees, all of which were evaluated in the M2MGrids energy case.  Ideally, existing code can 945 

be encapsulated into a stream processing operator. This is the approach taken with many 946 

existing open source data processing libraries in WWS (Python libraries, Gstreamer, Tensorflow, 947 

Torch, and more). The approach has the advantage that, once available as an operator, WWS can 948 

manage, reuse and distribute its instances at scale. If, however, a solution owner does not want 949 

to expose source code, which is e.g. often the case for competitive algorithmic solutions, then it 950 

can be operated entirely outside of the WWS system, e.g. as a web service. For web services, 951 

proxy operators have been built on WWS, representing the external service in regular XStream 952 

dataflows by proxy. 953 

 Dynamically adding services to WWS: As different stakeholders, like in the considered energy 954 

ecosystem case, can launch services, there is no fixed amount of services, no fixed starting order, 955 

nor a coordinated lifecycle among them. WWS can handle this situation smoothly, thanks to the 956 

loose intercoupling of services and operators, by dynamically query-able stream registration and 957 

broker topic-based streaming. In the energy use case, e.g., energy flexibility aggregator services 958 

could be added or removed from the market on the fly, and households could announce 959 

themselves as new aggregator customers, or step out, under the hood leveraging this WWS 960 

capability. 961 

 WWS service to legacy service interworking: Combining the aspects of the two previous 962 

sections provides for an even stronger proposition. If a legacy service is running outside of 963 

WWS, and other services with a similar ecosystem role are executed natively on WWS, like 964 

different aggregators acting on a single energy flexibility market in the use case, then these 965 

services need to be 'compatible', in the sense that the market service should not be able to 966 

distinguish the fact that a service is running in or outside the platform. The WWS architecture 967 

was shown to be able to indeed hide this aspect. In a demonstration, internally running services 968 
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(representing aggregators, EFI devices, and more) could be swapped or work concurrently with 969 

an externally running instance in the same role, that had registered its streams via Stream Bridge. 970 

5.2.2. Evaluation of the Communication spaces 971 

The evaluation of the concepts of communication spaces realized with VTT CPS hub as a 972 

reference implementation has been done in several steps with both energy flexibility and traffic 973 

accident cases. The main issues evaluated in the first step related to energy flexibility case are shortly 974 

clarified in the following. Registration of the presence of the distributed resource components into 975 

the CPS hub: simulated electric vehicles simulated charging spots, charging manager, simulation 976 

model of the local distribution grid, user interface tool, visualizer tool, and energy market platform 977 

of Empower. Establishing simple trust relationship between Empower system and all the other 978 

components controlled by VTT. Enabling the resources to communicate with each other to collaborate 979 

to reach negotiated energy consumption/production flexibility in day ahead/intraday energy market 980 

case. 981 

The main issues evaluated in the parallel first step in the traffic accident case are clarified in the 982 

following. Increasing the number of owners and physical resources such as smart watches, hunting 983 

dog collars & specific server, gateways, and street lamps and specific servers. Establishing more trust 984 

relationships between owners. Application of publish/subscribe information sharing between 985 

physical resources owned by different stakeholders. 986 

After these parallel steps, the combined experimental system including CPS hub and WWS was 987 

evaluated. During this step, a new duplicated distributed energy resource set was established under 988 

control of small-scale sub-aggregator (VTT) interacting with the local energy market of the WWS. 989 

This small-scale aggregator of VTT (FlexEntities) aggregated a set of simulated distributed energy 990 

resources: electric vehicles and charging stations, and some buildings. This set of DER resources was 991 

controlled via the WWS Stream Bridge by higher-level aggregator service/local market, whereas the 992 

previous set of DER resources was controlled via Empower system aggregator.  993 

The main evaluation points of the combined experimental system are clarified in the following. 994 

Establishing the required streams towards WWS for reaching the topic names for communication 995 

with the local market entity from the CPS hub (VTT stream proxy). Creation of the trust relationship 996 

with WWS by applying a VTT stream proxy to simplify the test case. Evaluation of the 997 

interoperability of the CPS hub with WWS. In addition, evaluation of the scalability of the CPS hub 998 

by execution of multiple instances of the simulation system owned by different stakeholders. 999 

5.2.3 Evaluation of the Policy based authorization 1000 

The policy-based authorization, solution (SAFAX), was evaluated together with the traffic 1001 

accident case. The policy-based authorization service was executed in close collaboration with the 1002 

CPS hub services, because it was related strongly to the process for information delivery.  1003 

Functionality of the build system was evaluated incrementally during the project. The main 1004 

evaluation points were following: Evaluation of the scalability of the CPS hub to support presence 1005 

management of larger set of resources owned by different stakeholders. Evaluation of the trust 1006 

checker of CPS hub for taking care of the dynamic grid of agreements dynamically negotiated 1007 

between the parties/resources. Evaluation of the trust checker negotiation with SAFAX in a security 1008 

policies case dealing with alarm type of event. Evaluation of the trusted publish/subscribe type of 1009 

information sharing between resources so that the delivery of subscribed content happens only when 1010 

authorization conditions are met. 1011 

 The incremental development of the CPS hub with policy-based authorization and multiple 1012 

evaluation steps proved their purpose. All the evaluations were passed successfully. Especially the 1013 

capabilities to manage presence, dynamic grid of agreements, trust and publish/subscribe type of 1014 

information sharing between heterogeneous resources/services of multiple stakeholders, and 1015 

especially the policy-based access control are seen to be essential for the M2M/IoT/CPS architectures. 1016 
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5.2 Discussion on evaluation results against the requirements 1017 

5.2.1 Energy flexibility case 1018 

The energy flexibility case focused on the real needs of the energy sector stakeholders to cut 1019 

down the peak loads of a day to lower the cost of energy and its distribution. As the results of this 1020 

work, we achieved demonstration of automatic energy flexibility trading required interaction 1021 

between DSOs, balancing and local energy market stakeholders, aggregators, and multiple sets of 1022 

energy sensitive DERs (boilers, heating resources, household appliances such as TVs, white goods, 1023 

electric vehicles/charging stations, buildings). This successful flexibility trading demonstration 1024 

shows that acceptable level interoperability between multiple energy sensitive domains (electricity 1025 

grids, building automation, consumer households, electric vehicle charging), physical devices and 1026 

systems (white goods, boilers, heaters, electric vehicles) and related stakeholders (DSO, energy 1027 

market, energy aggregators) has been achieved (R1). The DERs were controlled by multiple energy 1028 

aggregators operating in the local energy market (R2, R3, R4). Monitoring the load balance in the 1029 

electric grid was successfully demonstrated (R5), forecast of the balance for the next day was done 1030 

(R6), the balance was compared with the forecast (R7), and flexibility (for each 15-minute slots on a 1031 

24-hours horizon) was asked on the local market (R8). The energy aggregators offered flexibility (R9a) 1032 

considering energy market prizes (R9b) and owners restrictions (R10). The awarded aggregators were 1033 

able to provide the required flexibility instructing the individual devices (R11). As a result, the 1034 

balance of the local electrical grid was maintained better, with flattened, lowered discrepancies 1035 

between energy production and consumption (R12). It is estimated based on the successful energy 1036 

flexibility demonstration, that DSOs can save in energy storage investments (R13a), new aggregator 1037 

role can be possible and feasible (R13b), and households and vehicle owners get energy bill could get 1038 

rebates for their flexibility contribution (R13c). In addition, the automated negotiation of energy 1039 

flexibility is estimated to answer the real needs of the energy sector, because it is challenged by more 1040 

renewable but intermittent energy sources (R14a), and the ever more distributed nature of both 1041 

productions and consumption (R14b). 1042 

The essential novelty of the successful demonstration of energy flexibility was related to 1043 

capabilities to include also DERs outside traditional energy sector, from consumer, buildings and 1044 

mobility sectors, into the flexibility trading process. In addition, also production of energy via 1045 

discharging of electric vehicle batteries was included into the trading process. All this was made 1046 

possible by application WWS and CPS hub solutions contributed in this article. However, the 1047 

evaluations were limited in the sense that most of the applied DERs were simulated for cost and 1048 

practical reasons.  1049 

5.2.2 Traffic accident case 1050 

The traffic accident case focused on combining information exposed from multiple CPS of 1051 

multiple SPs to enable real-time situation and location awareness for authorities. As the results of this 1052 

work, we achieved demonstration of trustworthy information sharing between real world devices 1053 

and services of companies (e.g. Polar smart watch, Bittium EEG sensor, Tracker dog collars, Valopaa’s 1054 

illuminator, LiveU announcement service, IMEC CO2 sensor). This was made possible via application 1055 

of CPS hub with SAFAX services, which together enabled trustworthy information sharing 1056 

considering privacy policies of the owners in a limited scenario. In the traffic accident demonstration, 1057 

the physical asset devices from multiple sectors, hosted by multiple SPs, and SP service 1058 

systems/clouds were able to share information and interact in interoperable way (R15, R17). The 1059 

security policies and agreements between device owners were considered in specific limited 1060 

interaction case (R16). The information services exposed from the referred devices can operate 1061 

according to the requirements of their owners using the referred security policies (R18). It can also 1062 

estimated that the business values of related service providers are not compromised (R19). In the 1063 

demonstration case, the smart watch and CO2 sensor, dog tracker and street illuminator were able to 1064 
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interact with each other considering the policies of their owners (R20). When an alarm event was 1065 

caused by (simulated) authorized stakeholder, it was able to trigger situation status change in the 1066 

security policies of the owners so that the system behaviour was changed accordingly (R21). When 1067 

an authorized alarm event occurred in a specific geographical area, the delivery of the information 1068 

exposed from the devices in the area were changed so that the authorities were able to receive the 1069 

information according to the policies of the device owners (R22). As the result, a situation aware view 1070 

what is happening in the emergency area was visualized for authorities on a screen (R23). 1071 

5.2.3 Horizontal solutions 1072 

The successful demonstration of energy flexibility and traffic accident cases indicated that the 1073 

provided horizontal solutions enabled cyber-physical system, in which the physical resources, 1074 

communication system, information services and authorization are operating in multisector and 1075 

multivendor environment in interoperable and horizontal way. The understanding of information 1076 

meaning was enabled by the energy world model of the WWS for interoperability between different 1077 

ecosystem actors and resources of the system in the energy flexibility case (R24). The importance of 1078 

the common world model was highlighted also in the interations between multiple energy sensitive 1079 

sectors, stakeholders and resources for enabling smart energy consumption/production scheduling 1080 

and optimization algorithms (R25). However, the evaluation was limited in the sense that the only 1081 

energy information model inherited from SEAS project and enhanced for the use in energy flexibility 1082 

case. Therefore, the issues related to the required world (information) models of different verticals is 1083 

seen to be critical future research item. Onboarding heterogeneous DERs operating with EFI/XML 1084 

compliant devices for time-shift flexibility control via gateways, and application of stream processing 1085 

method using the XStream language for consecutive iterations helped WWS operation. Simulations 1086 

of DERs and speed-up of the time in simulations enabled evaluation of scalability of the WWS. 1087 

Evaluation showed possibility to apply external algorithms execution with the WWS via proxy. WWS 1088 

enables dynamic adding of new services, e.g. new aggregators and interoperation with real world 1089 

energy sector services via stream bridge. For example, small-scale aggregator of VTT aggregated a 1090 

set of simulated distributed energy resources under control of local market in WWS, and another set 1091 

of DERs via Empower EMSP aggregator capable for operation with real world energy markets. This 1092 

showed the interoperability of WWS with CPS hub in a practical case. The constructed information 1093 

service system was able to handle resources dynamically (R26), configuration features (R27), 1094 

distributed service execution (R28) was supported by WWS. The scalability of the solutions was 1095 

showed by the demonstrations in both energy flexibility and traffic accident cases (R29). 1096 

The heterogeneous physical device resources in the traffic accident case applied several 1097 

heterogeneous accesses (short range, long range, wired) and attachment methods (direct, indirect) in 1098 

communications (R30, R31). The communication systems was able to scale to be applied in both 1099 

energy flexibility and traffic accident cases, which have multiple business logics (energy flexibility, 1100 

EV charging/discharing, sport -, wellness -, health -, and environment monitoring, street lightning, 1101 

tracking hunting dogs, emergency situation monitoring) operating in interaction with each other 1102 

(R32, R33). The CPS hub combined trust checking and information sharing so that delivery of 1103 

information is possible only when the owners of the resources so allowed. This was demonstrated in 1104 

the traffic accident case so that the security policies of the owners (SAFAX) were considered in the 1105 

delivery of the privacy sensitive information exposed from the physical asset devices located in the 1106 

emergency area. The demonstration considered security, privacy and legal restriction only in limited 1107 

way, and scalability of the solution to multiple use cases and businesses in still not known (R33). 1108 

The evaluations of horizontal solutions were limited to specific energy flexibility and traffic 1109 

accident scenarios, and all the horizontal solutions were not evaluated simultaneously in a single 1110 

scenario, but instead in separate demonstration steps of the M2MGrids project story. In addition, a 1111 

number of future research items were found out during the evaluation process, such as e.g. 1112 

information models of different verticals, trustworthy of heterogeneous CPS assets and especially 1113 

secure and trust required processes of cyber-physical systems. 1114 
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6. Concluding remarks 1115 

As the results of this work, we achieved demonstration of automatic energy flexibility trading 1116 

required interaction between energy sector stakeholders and multiple sets of energy sensitive DERs. 1117 

The essential novelty is related to including also DERs outside traditional energy sector, from 1118 

consumer, buildings and mobility sectors, into the energy flexibility trading process. In the traffic 1119 

accident case, we achieved demonstration of trustworthy information sharing between real world 1120 

devices and services of companies, and combining information exposed from multiple CPS of 1121 

multiple SPs to enable real-time situation and location awareness services for authorities. These 1122 

results were made possible by the horizontal M2M service platform (Nokia WWS), communication 1123 

spaces (VTT CPS hub) and policy-based authorization (TU/e SAFAX) solutions, and their deployment 1124 

combinations in the energy flexibility and traffic accident cases.  1125 

The evaluation results indicate that the streams based M2M service platform can make 1126 

development of new services smoother. The communication spaces solution can enable controllable 1127 

information exchange between physical CPS resources owned by different stakeholders. The policy-1128 

based authorization can enable consideration of the owners’ policies in the referred information 1129 

exchange process. The demonstrations indicate that the provided horizontal solutions can enable 1130 

trustworthy collaborations of multisector and -vendor systems in the energy flexibility and traffic 1131 

accident cases. However, they were not evaluated in a single integrated scenario, but instead as the 1132 

slices of the M2MGrids project story demonstration. In addition, a number of future research items 1133 

were identified related e.g. to information models of different verticals, trustworthy of heterogeneous 1134 

CPS assets and especially secure and trust required processes of cyber-physical systems. 1135 
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